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Senora Tortuga takes place on the Mexico/U.S. border next to a river. A farmer has agreed to let a mother and her two children live in an unused barn. Leticia, the mother, is having trouble with her son, Pedro, who is constantly complaining and will not do his chores. A mysterious woman (Senora Tortuga) visits them and asks to share their small meals with her. In return she tells them amazing stories. The children appreciate and enjoy the stories but Leticia resents them because "if it is not true, it is nothing." After Pedro has heard a few stories and has dreamed about them, he begins to behave. Leticia changes her mind about Senora Tortuga’s stories being worthless when she realizes that Tortuga is the embodiment of the pet turtle she had as a child.

Spanglish is used throughout the play. The characters alternate between English and Spanish phrases. The dialogue is written in a way that English speakers would not have trouble understanding the Spanish dialogue. This play has an interesting concept, but it is not fulfilled in the best way possible. It comes to an abrupt ending that leaves the audience unsatisfied. The play would be suitable for a touring company because it needs few props and the staging can be representational.